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Abstract
We give an explicit approach for Bockstein homomorphisms of the Hochschild cohomol-
ogy of a group algebra and of a block algebra of a finite group and we show some prop-
erties. To give explicit definitions for these maps we use an additive decomposition and
a Product Formula for the Hochschild cohomology of group algebras given by Siegel and
Witherspoon in 1999. For k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and G a finite
group we prove an additive decomposition and a Product Formula for the cohomology
algebra of a defect group of a block ideal of kG with coefficients in the source algebra of
this block, and we define similar Bockstein homomorphisms.
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1. Introduction
The Bockstein homomorphism in group cohomology is the connecting homomorphism
in the long exact sequence associated to some short exact sequence of coefficients. It ap-
pears in the Bockstein spectral sequence, which is a tool for comparing integral and mod
p cohomology (p is a prime), and has applications for Steenrod operations. We use results
from [1], regarding Bockstein maps in group cohomology and with some minor adjust-
ments we adopt the same notations. For the rest of the paper, if otherwise not specified,
let G be a finite group, let Fp be the field with p elements and k be a field of characteristic
p, with p dividing the order of G. Let r be a non-negative degree integer; since we work
with more than one group we denote by βG the Bockstein homomorphism
βG : Hr(G,Fp)→ Hr+1(G,Fp)
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and by β̂G the homomorphism
β̂G : Hr(G,Fp)→ Hr+1(G,Z).
Another application of Bockstein homomorphism is that βG gives a structure of (cochain)
DG-algebra to the cohomology algebra H∗(G,Fp), that is βG is a differential ([1, Lemma
4.3.2]) and satisfies the graded Leibniz rule, ([1, Lemma 4.3.3]). In this paper we will
call a map which satisfies this rule a graded derivation. Bockstein maps appear also in a
celebrated theorem of Serre [1, Theorem 4.7.3] on zero product of Bocksteins, given orig-
inally in a different form. This theorem is an important ingredient for proving a theorem
of Carlson (or Quillen) which characterizes nilpotent elements of positive degree in Ext-
algebras over finitely generated kG-modules by nilpotence of restrictions to elementary
abelian subgroups. Further, this theorem can be used for showing a remarkable theorem
of Chouinard [2] which states that a finitely generated kG-module M is projective if and
only if its restriction to every elementary abelian subgroup of G is projective.
In the case of group algebras it is well known that Hochschild cohomology HH∗(kG)
can be identified with the ordinary cohomology H∗(G,kG), where kG is viewed as left
kG-module by conjugation. This observation goes back to Eilenberg and MacLane [3].
However the isomorphism as graded k-algebras was given more recently by Siegel and
Witherspoon [10, Proposition 3.1]. Here HH∗(kG) is an associative graded algebra with
the usual Hochschild cup product and H∗(G,kG) is an associative graded algebra with the
product called cup product with respect to the pairing µ , where µ is the multiplication
map in kG; see [10, Sections 2, 3] for a general discussion regarding cup products in this
context. For the rest of this paper, this identification allows us to say and have in mind
Hochschild cohomology of group algebras HH∗(kG), but we will work with H∗(G,kG).
In Section 2 we will define Bockstein homomorphisms for the Hochschild cohomology of
group algebras HH∗(kG). In the first part of this section we define the Bockstein homo-
morphism for H∗(G,FpG). Using an additive decomposition and a Product Formula from
[10], in the main result of this section, Theorem 2.4, we extend this definition to H∗(G,kG)
and we prove that H∗(G,kG) is also a DG-algebra.
In Section 3 we deal with block algebras of kG, where from now k is an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p. Cohomology of block algebras of finite groups was first
introduced by Linckelmann in [5] and further studied in a series of papers [6], [7]. An im-
portant recent paper is [8] where the author shows that the varieties of the Hochschild
cohomology of a block algebra and its block cohomology are isomorphic, hence an-
swering some questions raised by Pakianathan and Witherspoon [9]. As in the case of
group algebras we identify the Hochschild cohomology of a block algebra B of kG with
the cohomology of G with coefficients in B, where G acts by conjugation on B, that is
HH∗(B) ∼= H∗(G,B). With this identification we define Bockstein homomorphisms G,B
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for H∗(G,B) in Definition 3.1. Using a trick we obtain in Proposition 3.2 an additive de-
composition of H∗(G,B) which allows us to give an alternative, explicit definition of the
Bockstein homomorphisms G,B for H∗(G,B). After we recall the definition of the block
cohomology which we denote by H∗(G,b,Pδ ), where b is the primitive central idempotent
corresponding to B and Pδ is a defect pointed group of b, it is easy to see that Bockstein
homomorphisms of group cohomology can be restricted to Bockstein homomorphisms of
Linckelmann block cohomology βG,b. The canonical embedding [5, Theorem 5.6 (iii)]
from block cohomology to HH∗(B) is an important ingredient which appears in the main
result of [6]. If G,B and βG,b are somehow compatible through this canonical map remains
a question for further investigations.
In Section 4 we study the graded k-algebra H∗(∆P, ikGi), where Pδ is a defect pointed
group of b and i∈ δ is a source idempotent. The k-algebra ikGi is called the source algebra
and is a ∆P-module, see [11] for more details. Since the block algebra B is Morita equiv-
alent to its source algebra ikGi an important ingredient for proving the main result of [6]
was H∗(∆P, ikGi). So, to determine its properties could be useful for future applications.
This is the goal of this section where we determine an additive decomposition and a Prod-
uct Formula for H∗(∆P, ikGi) with respect to cohomology of some subgroups in ∆P with
trivial coefficients, see Theorem 4.4. Theorem 4.6 is one of the main results of this article
and can be viewed as a Product Formula of the cohomology algebra H∗(∆P, ikGi) through
the additive decomposition of cohomology graded vector spaces of some finite subgroups
in ∆P with trivial coefficients, from Theorem 4.4, and by using the cup products of restric-
tions in ordinary group cohomology with trivial coefficients.
In conclusion this article can be divided in two big parts. In the first part we prove
similar results (Theorem 2.4, Remark 3.4, Theorem 5.2) for different cohomology algebras
which can be summarized in the next theorem:
Theorem 1.1. With the above notations let H∗ be one of the cohomology algebras in the
set {H∗(G,kG),H∗(G,b,Pδ),H∗(∆P, ikGi)}. Then there is a map  : Hr → Hr+1 for any
non-negative integer r such that  is a differential and satisfies the graded Leibniz rule. In
particular H∗ is a DG-algebra with respect to .
In the second part the main result is the Product Formula, Theorem 4.6, with its
usefulness demonstrated in Section 5 where we define Bockstein homomorphisms for
H∗(∆P, ikGi) and we show more properties.
For results, notations and definitions regarding block algebras we follow [11]. For
results in homological algebra we follow [1] and [4]. For conjugation in a group G if
x,a ∈ G then xa = xax−1 and ax = x−1ax; similarly for subgroups. If A is any set we
denote by idA the identity map and by µ the multiplication map in any k-algebra.
3
2. Hochschild cohomology of group algebras and Bockstein maps
The next lemma is a result which allows us to define Bockstein maps in Hochschild
cohomology of group algebras. The proof is trivial and is left as an exercise.
Lemma 2.1. i) There exist a short exact sequence of ZG-modules, where G acts by
conjugation
0 // FpG
iG
// Z/p2[G] piG // FpG // 0 ,
and iG,piG are given by iG(âg) = pag, piG(ag) = âg for any â ∈ Fp,a ∈ Z/p2 and
g ∈ G; here â = a+ pZ ∈ Fp and a = a+ p2Z ∈ Z/p2Z for any a ∈ Z.
ii) There exist a short exact sequence of ZG-modules, where G acts by conjugation
0 // ZG
i′G
// ZG
pi ′G
// FpG // 0 ,
and i′G,pi ′G are given by i′G(ag) = pag, pi ′G(ag) = âg for any a ∈ Z,g ∈ G.
The long exact sequence theorem applied on the short exact sequences from Lemma
2.1 permit us to consider the next definition.
Definition 2.2. The Bockstein homomorphism in Hochschild cohomology of group alge-
bras is the connecting homomorphism obtained from the short exact sequence of Lemma
2.1, i)
G : Hr(G,FpG)→ Hr+1(G,FpG)
Similarly, for the short exact sequence from Lemma 2.1, ii) we have the connecting homo-
morphism
̂G : Hr(G,FpG)→ Hr+1(G,ZG).
Since we can identify H∗(G,FpG) with Ext∗FpG(Fp,FpG) we have that G is also a
homomorphism of Fp-vector spaces.
In order to prove the main result of this section we recall the additive decomposition
and the product formula from [10, §4, §5] for H∗(G,kG). We use the same notations
and recall the results in our setting, when k is a field of characteristic p and G acts by
conjugation on G; but notice that the results are true for any commutative ring and for any
action by automorphisms of a finite group H on the group G. Let g1 = 1,g2, . . . ,gs be a
system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of the action of G on G, where s is the
number of the conjugacy classes. Denote by Gi := CG(gi), i ∈ {1, . . . ,s} the centralizer
subgroup of gi in G. Next, fix g ∈ G and let i ∈ {1, . . . ,s}. We consider the k(CG(g))-
module homomorphisms
θg : k → kG, θg(λ ) = λg,
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pig : kG → k pig(∑
a∈G
λaa) = λg.
If W is a subgroup of CG(g) then θg,pig induce maps in cohomology
θ∗g : H∗(W,k)→ H∗(W,kG),
pi∗g : H
∗(W,kG)→ H∗(W,k).
Next, we define
γi : H∗(Gi,k)→H∗(G,kG)
by γi := trGGi ◦θ
∗
gi; for example γ1 : H∗(G,k)→H∗(G,kG) is γ1 = θ∗g1 = θ
∗
1 , and is a graded
k-algebra monomorphism. By [10, Lemma 4.2] there is an isomorphism of graded k-vector
spaces, an additive decomposition
H∗(G,kG)→
s⊕
i=1
H∗(Gi,k), [ f ] 7→ (pi∗gi(resGGi [ f ]))i (2.1)
with its inverse sending [ fi] ∈ H∗(Gi,k) to γi([ fi]). For the Product Formula we fix i, j ∈
{1, . . . ,s} and let D be a set of double coset representatives of Gi\G/G j. For each x ∈ D
there is a unique l = l(x) such that
gl = ygiyxg j (2.2)
for some y ∈ G. Let W := yxG j ∩ yGi and let [ fi] ∈ H∗(Gi,k), [ f j] ∈ H∗(G j,k), then
γi([ fi])∪ γ j([ f j]) = ∑
x∈D
γl
(
trGlW (res
yGi
W (y
∗[ fi])∪ res
yxG j
W ((yx)
∗[ f j]))
)
(2.3)
where y ∈ G,x ∈ D and l are like in equation (2.2) and y∗ : H∗(Gi,k)→ H∗(yGi,k) is the
conjugation map in group cohomology.
Lemma 2.3. With the above notations the following equality holds
G ◦ γri = γr+1i ◦βGi,
for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,s}.
Proof. It is easy to verify the commutativity of the following diagram of short exact se-
quences of ZGi-modules
0 // Fp //
θgi

Z/p2 //
θ ′gi

Fp
θgi

// 0
0 // FpG
iG
// Z/p2[G] piG // FpG // 0
,
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where the first short exact sequence of trivial ZGi-modules induces the Bockstein map in
group cohomology and θ ′gi is the similar map to θgi but with the coefficient ring Z/p
2
.
Since H∗(Gi,−) is a cohomolgical δ -functor the following diagram is commutative
Hr(Gi,Fp)
βGi
//
θ rgi

Hr+1(Gi,Fp)
θ r+1gi

Hr(Gi,FpG)
Gi
// Hr+1(Gi,FpG)
,
where Gi is the connecting homomorphism of the down-side short exact sequence (of
ZGi-modules) of the first diagram of this proof. Since trGGi is a morphism of δ -functors we
also have the commutativity of the following diagram
Hr(Gi,FpG)
Gi
//
trGGi

Hr+1(Gi,FpG)
trGGi

Hr(G,FpG)
G
// Hr+1(G,FpG)
.
Gluing the above diagrams we obtain
G ◦ trGGi ◦θ
r
gi = tr
G
Gi ◦Gi ◦θ
r
gi = tr
G
Gi ◦θ
r+1
gi ◦βGi,
hence
G ◦ γri = γr+1i ◦βGi.
Theorem 2.4. With the above notations the following statements are true:
i) G ◦G = 0;
ii) The Bockstein of a cup product (with respect to the pairing µ) is given by
G([a]∪ [b]) = G([a])∪ [b]+(−1)deg([a])[a]∪G([b]),
for any [a], [b] ∈ H∗(G,FpG). In particular H∗(G,FpG) is a DG-algebra.
iii) There is a k-linear map G : Hr(G,kG)→ Hr+1(G,kG) such that H∗(G,kG) is also
a DG-algebra.
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Proof. i) From Lemma 2.1, Definition 2.2 and the long exact sequence theorem we
obtain that ̂G ◦ (pi ′G)∗ = 0. Next, we consider the commutative diagram of ZG-
modules
0 // ZG
i′G
//
pi ′G

ZG
pi ′G
//
pi ′′G

FpG
idFpG

// 0
0 // FpG
iG
// Z/p2[G] piG // FpG // 0
,
where pi ′′G is the similar map to pi ′G but with coefficients in Z/p2 for the codomain.
Since H∗(G,−) is a cohomological δ -functor we obtain the commutative diagram
H∗(G,FpG)
̂G
//
id

H∗+1(G,ZG)
(pi ′G)
∗+1

H∗(G,FpG)
G
// H∗+1(G,FpG)
.
Now, G = (pi ′G)∗ ◦ β̂G hence
G ◦G = (pi
′
G)
∗+1 ◦ ̂G ◦ (pi
′
G)
∗+1 ◦ ̂G = 0.
ii) The isomorphism (2.1) for k replaced with Fp and Lemma 2.3 give an explicit defi-
nition for G, since by (2.1) we will take
{γi([ fi]) | i ∈ {1, . . . ,s}, [ fi] ∈ H∗(Gi,Fp)}
as a set of generators for H∗(G,FpG) and then
G(γi([ fi])) = γi(βGi([ fi])),
for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,s} and any [ fi] ∈ H∗(Gi,Fp). Let [a] = γi([ fi]) and [b] = γ j([ f j])
be two homogeneous elements in H∗(G,FpG), where i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,s} and [ fi] ∈
H∗(Gi,Fp),[ f j]∈H∗(G j,Fp). For shortness, we denote by m the degree deg(res
yGi
W y
∗([ fi]))
in the following equalities. From (2.3), using the same notations and Lemma 2.3,
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we have
G([a]∪ [b])
= ∑
x∈D
G
[
γl
(
trGlW (res
yGi
W y
∗([ fi])∪ res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j]))
)]
= ∑
x∈D
γl
[
βGl
(
trGlW (res
yGi
W y
∗([ fi])∪ res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j]))
)]
= ∑
x∈D
γl
[
trGlW
(
βW (resyGiW y∗([ fi])∪ res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j]))
)]
= ∑
x∈D
γl
[
trGlW
(
βW (resyGiW y∗([ fi]))∪ res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j]) +
+(−1)mres
yGi
W y
∗([ fi])∪βW (res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j]))
)]
= ∑
x∈D
γl
[
trGlW
(
res
yGi
W (y
∗(βGi[ fi]))∪ res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j]) +
+(−1)mres
yGi
W y
∗([ fi])∪ res
yxG j
W ((yx)
∗(βG j [ f j]))
)]
= ∑
x∈D
γl
[
trGlW
(
res
yGi
W (y
∗(βGi[ fi]))∪ res
yxG j
W (yx)
∗([ f j])
)]
+
+(−1)m ∑
x∈D
γl
[
trGlW
(
res
yGi
W y
∗([ fi])∪ res
yxG j
W ((yx)
∗(βG j [ f j]))
)]
= γi(βGi[ fi])∪ γ j([ f j])+(−1)deg([ fi])γi([ fi])∪ γ j(βG j([ f j]))
= G([a])∪ [b]+(−1)deg([a])[a]∪G([b]),
where the fourth equality is true since βW is a graded derivation; some of the other
equalities are true since restriction, transfer and conjugation map are homomor-
phisms of δ -functors.
iii) The field Fp is a subfield of k, hence k is an Fp-algebra. Then there is an isomor-
phism of graded k-algebras
H∗(G,Fp)⊗Fp k ∼= H∗(G,k),
see [4, p. 30] for an explicit description of this isomorphism. This isomorphism
induces a k-linear map βG : Hr(G,k)→ Hr+1(G,k), for which by abuse of notation
we use the same notation as in the case of H∗(G,Fp) and is obtained as the tensor
product over Fp of the above Bockstein map with idk. Obviously βG is a differen-
tial and a graded derivation. The isomorphism (2.1) for k assure us that we may
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give the same explicit definition given in the proof of statement ii) for a Bockstein
homomorphism in H∗(G,kG)
G : Hr(G,kG)→ Hr+1(G,kG)
G(γi([ fi])) = γi(βGi([ fi])),
for any i∈ {1, . . . ,s} and any [ fi]∈H∗(Gi,k). The same computations as in the proof
of statement ii) assure us that G is a differential and a graded derivation.
Remark 2.5. We see that in the proof of statement iii) of the above theorem we have used
the extension of the Bockstein map from H∗(G,Fp) to a k-linear map, which we will call
still the Bockstein map of H∗(G,k), via the isomorphism of graded k-algebras
H∗(G,Fp)⊗Fp k ∼= H∗(G,k),
as in [1, p.133] or in [4, p.30]. But in a revised version of [1] the author noticed that
this extension is not a good thing to do since it caused problems for [1, Section 5.8].
Instead he uses a semi-linear extension via the Frobenius map of the Bockstein map from
cohomology with coefficients in Fp to the cohomology with coefficients in k. It is possible
that many of the above and next results to remain true by considering this map. However
for our purposes the considered extension from 2.4, iii) is good and it will be used for the
rest of this paper. Also notice that from Section 3 we will work, for simplicity, with an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic p and in this case these two maps are quite
similar, see [4, Exercise 3.4.2].
Remark 2.6. From Definition 2.2 we notice that if k = Fp, Bockstein homomorphisms for
Hochschild cohomology of group algebras are defined as the connecting homomorphisms
in some long exact sequences, however in general, for any field k of prime characteristic,
from the proof of Theorem 2.4, iii) we see that we can define Bockstein homomorphism
G : Hr(G,kG)→ Hr+1(G,kG)
G(γi([ fi])) = γi(βGi([ fi])),
for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,s} and any [ fi] ∈ H∗(Gi,k), only using Siegel-Witherspoon additive de-
composition. We proved its properties using Product Formula and properties of Bockstein
homomorphisms for group cohomology with coefficients in k.
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3. Hochschild cohomology of block algebras and Bockstein homomorphisms
In this section let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and B = {b|b ∈
Z(kG)} be the finite set of block idempotents of the group algebra kG. Each block idempo-
tent determines a block algebra kGb, which is an indecomposable factor of kG as k-algebra.
We have a well-known decomposition
kG =
⊕
b∈B
kGb
as k[G×G]-modules, where the action of G×G on kG is given by (g,h)a = gah−1 for any
g,h ∈ G,a ∈ kG. It follows that
kG =
⊕
b∈B
kGb
as kG-modules, where G acts by conjugation, hence
H∗(G,kG)∼=
⊕
b∈B
H∗(G,kGb)
as graded k-algebras. In particular, for the fixed non-negative integer r we have
Hr(G,kG)∼=
⊕
b∈B
Hr(G,kGb)
as k-vector spaces. Next, fix a block algebra from {kGb|b ∈ B}, which we denote by
B = kGb, where b is its fixed block idempotent. Again B is a kG-module by conjugation,
since we identify kG ∼= k∆G, where ∆G ≤ G×G is the diagonal subgroup. We define the
following kG-module homomorphisms
iG,B : B →֒ kG
pG,B : kG → B,
where iG,B is the canonical inclusion map and pG,B is the canonical projection, obtained
by multiplication with b. Clearly pG,B ◦iG,B = idB and these maps induce the following
maps in cohomology:
i
∗
G,B : H
∗(G,B)→ H∗(G,kG)
p
∗
G,B : H
∗(G,kG)→H∗(G,B)
such that p∗G,B ◦ i∗G,B = idH∗(G,B). Moreover, since iG,B,pG,B are homomorphisms of k-
algebras as well, we have that i∗G,B,p∗G,B are homomorphisms of graded commutative k-
algebras, where H∗(G,B) is again an associative graded algebra with cup product with
respect to the pairing µ; here µ is the multiplication map in B.
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Definition 3.1. The Bockstein homomorphism in Hochschild cohomology of a block al-
gebra B is the map
G,B : Hr(G,B)→ Hr+1(G,B)
given by
G,B([ f ]) = pr+1G,B(G(irG,B([ f ]))
for any [ f ] ∈ Hr(G,B).
With the notations from Section 2 for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,s} we define the homomorphism
of graded k-vector spaces
γi,G,B := p∗G,B ◦ γi
γi,G,B : H∗(Gi,k)→H∗(G,B)
and
H∗B(Gi,k) := Im(pi∗gi ◦ res
G
Gi ◦i
∗
G,B)
as a graded k-subspace of H∗(Gi,k). Since pigi is only additive in general, H∗B(Gi,k) is not
necessarily a subring of H∗(Gi,k).
Proposition 3.2. With the above notations the map
Φ : H∗(G,B)→
s⊕
i=1
H∗B(Gi,k)
Φ([ f ]) = pi∗gi(resGGi(i∗G,B[ f ])), [ f ] ∈ H∗(G,B)
is an isomorphism of graded k-vectors spaces with its inverse sending an element [ fi] ∈
H∗B(Gi,k) to γi,G,B([ fi]).
Proof. Clearly Φ is well-defined and surjective. Since
γi,G,B(Φ([ f ])) = γi,G,B[pi∗gi(resGGi(i∗G,B([ f ])))]
= p∗G,B
(
(γi ◦pi∗gi ◦ res
G
Gi)(i
∗
G,B([ f ]))
)
= (p∗G,B ◦i
∗
G,B)([ f ]) = [ f ],
for any [ f ] ∈ H∗(G,B) we obtain the conclusion.
From Proposition 3.2 we obtain that the set
{γi,G,B([ fi])|i ∈ {1, . . . ,s}, [ fi] ∈ HrB(Gi,k)}
is a k-generating set for Hr(G,B). This allows us to state the next remark.
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Remark 3.3. It is obvious that by Proposition 3.2 an equivalent formulation for G,B is
G,B(γi,G,B[ fi]) = γi,G,B(βGi([ fi]))
for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,s} and any [ fi] ∈ HrB(Gi,k). Equivalently
G,B(γi,G,B[ fi]) = pr+1G,B(G(γi([ fi])))
for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,s} and [ fi] ∈ HrB(Gi,k). Theorem 2.4 and the fact that p∗G,B,i∗G,B are
homomorphisms of graded k-algebras assure us that G,B is also a graded derivation.
We end this section with a remark regarding Bockstein homomorphisms for Linckel-
mann cohomology of block algebras. Let Pδ be a defect pointed group in G{b} and (P,eP)
be an associated maximal b-Brauer pair. It is well known that for any Q ≤ P there is a
unique block eQ in kCG(Q) such that (Q,eQ) is a subpair of (P,eP) and the set of b-Brauer
pairs is a G-set. Block cohomology was introduced by Linckelmann in [5] and is denoted
by H∗(G,b,Pδ). Recall that H∗(G,b,Pδ ) is formed by all elements [ζ ]∈H∗(P,k) such that
resPQ([ζ ]) = (g∗ ◦ resPQ)([ζ ]),
for any g ∈ NG(Q,eQ). Moreover as a graded k-algebra, we have the equality
H∗(G,b,Pδ ) =
⊕
r≥0
Hr(G,b,Pδ ).
Remark 3.4. Restriction and conjugation are homomorphisms of cohomological δ -functors,
hence for k = Fp we know that resPQ and g∗ commutes with βP, respectively βQ for any
Q ≤ P and g ∈ NG(Q). But also for any field k of characteristic p it is easy to prove
that these properties hold, since resPQ ⊗Fp idk and g∗⊗Fp idk can be identified with resPQ
respectively g∗. From the proof of Theorem 2.4, iii) recall that βP : Hr(P,k)→ Hr+1(P,k)
is the tensor product over Fp of the Bockstein map for Fp with idk, it follows that there is
a well-defined homomorphism
βG,b : Hr(G,b,Pδ)→ Hr+1(G,b,Pδ ),
which is the restriction of βP to H∗(G,b,Pδ ). Since βP is a differential and a graded
derivation we have that βG,b is also a differential and a graded derivation.
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4. A Product Formula for cohomology of defect groups with coefficients in source
algebras
Before obtaining the main results of this section let us introduce some notations and
collect some properties in the first lemma of this section, without proof, for some sub-
groups in ∆P. For any subgroup P ≤ G let x ∈ G,(u,v) ∈ P×P. We denote the subgroups
Qx := {(a,ax)|a ∈ P∩ xP}
and Qu,v,x := ∆P∩ (u,v)Qx. If w ∈ ∆P, by abuse of notation, we sometimes denote w :=
(w,w).
Lemma 4.1. Let x ∈ G,w ∈ ∆P and (u,v) ∈ P×P. The following statements hold.
i) Qu,v,x = ∆P∩ (ux,v)∆(Px∩P) = ∆P∩ (u,vx−1)∆(P∩ xP);
ii) Let (a,ax) ∈ Qx where a ∈ P∩ xP. Then Qwu,wv,x = wQu,v,x and Qua,vax,x = Qu,v,x;
iii) If w ∈ Qu,v,x then w ∈CP(uxv−1).
From now, for the rest of this section, we consider as in the previous section a block
algebra B = kGb with defect pointed group Pδ . Let i ∈ δ be a source idempotent, then
ikGi is a P-interior algebra, called the source algebra of the block b. In particular ikGi is
also a kP− kP-bimodule, hence a left k[P×P]-module by (u,v)(imi) = iumv−1i, for any
u,v ∈ P,m ∈ kG. By [11, Theorem 44.3] we have a decomposition
ikGi∼=
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
k[PxP]
as indecomposable k[P×P]-modules, where YG,b,Pδ is a subset of a system of representa-
tives of double cosets of P in G. We denote this isomorphism by
s : ikGi →
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
k[PxP],
and its inverse by s−1. For x ∈ YG,b,Pδ , any element (u,v) ∈ P×P and W ≤ Qu,v,x, by
Lemma 4.1, iii) we define the following homomorphisms of kW -modules
θu,v,x : k → ikGi
θu,v,x(α) = αs−1(uxv−1), α ∈ k
(4.1)
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piu,v,x : ikGi→ k
piu,v,x(m) = δu,v,x(pix(s(m))), m ∈ ikGi
(4.2)
where δu,v,x : k[PxP]→ k is given by
δu,v,x(uxv) =
{
1, if (u,v−1) ∈ Qu,v,x(u,v)Qx
0, if (u,v−1) /∈ Qu,v,x(u,v)Qx
and pix :
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
k[PxP]→ k[PxP] is the k[P×P]-module canonical projection.
Lemma 4.2. Let x ∈ YG,b,Pδ ,(u,v) ∈ P× P,w ∈ Qu,v,x and (a,ax) ∈ Qx. The following
statements hold.
i) θwua,wvax,x = θu,v,x;
ii) piwua,wvax,x = piu,v,x.
Proof. Statement ii) is left for the reader. For statement i) let us take an element α ∈ k. It
follows
θwua,wvax,x(α) = αs−1(wuax(a−1)xv−1w−1) = αs−1(wuaxx−1a−1xv−1w−1)
= αs−1(uxv−1),
where the last equality is true by Lemma 4.1, iii).
We emphasize that in this section, in contrast to Sections 2 and 3, we prefer to use the
more suggestive notation for cohomology of a group with coefficients in the group algebra
or in the source algebra H∗(∆P, ikGi), opposed to H∗(P, ikGi) where P acts by conjugation
on ikGi. With the above notations piu,v,x,θu,v,x induce maps in cohomology
θ∗u,v,x : H∗(W,k)→ H∗(W, ikGi)
pi∗u,v,x : H∗(W, ikGi)→ H∗(W,k)
(4.3)
Moreover we define the maps in cohomology
γu,v,x : H∗(Qu,v,x,k)→H∗(∆P, ikGi)
γu,v,x := tr∆PQu,v,x ◦θ
∗
u,v,x
(4.4)
here θ∗u,v,x is obtained for W = Qu,v,x. From Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 we immediately
collect some properties of the above maps (4.3), (4.4) in the next proposition.
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Proposition 4.3. Let x∈YG,b,Pδ ,(u,v)∈ P×P,W ≤Qu,v,x,w∈Qu,v,x and (a,ax)∈Qx. Thefollowing statements hold.
i) θ∗wua,wvax,x = θ∗u,v,x and γ∗wua,wvax,x = γ∗u,v,x;
ii) pi∗wua,wvax,x = pi∗u,v,x.
For x ∈ YG,b,Pδ by [11, Lemma 44.1, c)] there is an isomorphism of k[P×P]-modules
k[PxP]∼= IndP×PQx k,
hence it follows the isomorphism
ikGi ∼=
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
Qx k,
as k∆P-modules. For each x ∈ YG,b,Pδ we choose once and for all a system of representa-
tives, which we denote by [Qx], of double cosets ∆P\P×P/Qx. By Mackey decomposition
we get
ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
Qx k
∼=
⊕
(ux,vx)∈[Qx]
Ind∆P∆P∩(ux,vx)QxRes
(ux,vx)Qx
∆P∩(ux,vx)Qx
(ux,vx)k.
For shortness, we will identify from now (ux,vx)k with k. We can do this, since k is the
trivial k[∆P∩ (ux,vx)Qx]-module; moreover we will use the notations
Qux,vx = Qux,vx,x,θux,vx = θux,vx,x,piux,vx = piux,vx,x, etc.
Thus we have the decomposition
ikGi∼=
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
(ux,vx)∈[Qx]
Ind∆PQux,vx k (4.5)
as k∆P-modules. In the first main result of this section we obtain an additive decomposi-
tion for the graded k-vector space H∗(∆P, ikGi).
Theorem 4.4. With the above notations the map
H∗(∆P, ikGi)→
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
(ux,vx)∈[Qx]
H∗(Qux,vx ,k)
[ζ ] 7→ ∑
x∈YG,b,Pδ
(ux,vx)∈[Qx]
(pi∗ux,vx ◦ res
∆P
Qux,vx )([ζ ])
is an isomorphism of graded k-vector spaces with is inverse sending an element [ f ] ∈
H∗(Qux,vx,k) to γux,vx([ f ]).
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Proof. We have the isomorphisms of k∆P-modules
ikGi∼=
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
k[PxP]∼=
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
Qx k,
where the first isomorphism is s and the second isomorphism is given by
uxv 7→ (u,v−1)⊗kQx 1
with its inverse
(u,v)⊗kQx 1 7→ uxv
−1
for any u,v ∈ P and x ∈ YG,b,Pδ . We obtain an isomorphism in cohomology
H∗(∆P, ikGi)∼=
⊕
x∈YG,b,Pδ
H∗(∆P,ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
Qx k).
Now for each x ∈ YG,b,Pδ as we have seen in (4.5) that Mackey decomposition tells us
ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
Qx k
∼=
⊕
(ux,vx)∈[Qx]
Ind∆PQux,vx k.
Explicitly this isomorphism is obtained from the decomposition of P×P in double cosets,
that is for any (u,v−1) ∈ P×P there is a unique representative (ux,vx) ∈ [Qx] such that
(u,v−1) = (u′,u′)(ux,vx)(a,a
x)
for some u′ ∈ ∆P and (a,ax) ∈ Qx. The isomorphism is given by
(u,v−1)⊗kQx 1 7→ (u
′,u′)⊗k[Qux ,vx ] 1.
This induces an isomorphism in cohomology
H∗(∆P,ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
Qx k)
∼=
⊕
(ux,vx)∈[Qx]
H∗(∆P, Ind∆PQux ,vx k).
Composing it with the isomorphism of [10, Lemma 4.1] one obtains the required isomor-
phism. Recall that in our case the isomorphism from [10, Lemma 4.1] is obtained by
composing res∆PQux,vx with the map in cohomology induced by
Ind∆PQux,vx k → k,
which, with our notations (for u′ ∈ P), is given by
(u′,u′)⊗k[Qux,vx ] 1 7→
{
1, if (u′,u′) ∈ Qux,vx
0, if (u′,u′) /∈ Qux,vx
.
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Remark 4.5. From [11, Lemma 44.6] we know that ikGi always has a direct summand
isomorphic to kP as k[P×P]-module. It follows that we can choose YG,b,Pδ such that there
is x ∈ PCG(P) in YG,b,Pδ (we take x = 1), and in this case Q1 = ∆P with
kP ∼= IndP×P∆P k.
Moreover we obtain
ResP×P∆P Ind
P×P
∆P k ∼=
⊕
(u1,v1)∈[Q1]
Ind∆PQu1,v1 k.
In the set [Q1] there is a representative of the double coset ∆P, for example we take
(u1,v1) = (1,1) ∈ NP×P(∆P). It follows that Q1,1 = ∆P and the map
θ∗1,1 : H∗(∆P,k)→ H∗(∆P, ikGi)
is actually the homomorphism iikGiP constructed and studied for any interior P-algebra by
Linckelmann in [8, Sections 2,3] and applied for the source algebra in [8, Section 5].
Next we will give a way to describe the cup product in H∗(∆P, ikGi) in terms of direct
sums decomposition described in Theorem 4.4. We accomplish this as follows. Fix x,y ∈
YG,b,Pδ and (ux,vx) ∈ [Qx],(uy,vy) ∈ [Qy] as in the statements after Proposition 4.3, where
an element from [Qx] was denoted (ux,vx) and similarly for [Qy]. For each w ∈ ∆P there is
a unique subset
Z = {z|z = z(x,y,ux,vx,wuy,wvy)}
in YG,b,Pδ , a set Az = {(u
′
z,v
′
z)|(u
′
z,v
′
z) ∈ P×P} and αz ∈ k,z ∈ Z such that
s−1(uxxv
−1
x )s
−1(wuyyv−1y w
−1) = ∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
αzs
−1(u′zz(v
′
z)
−1) (4.6)
For two different z’s, for example z 6= z′,z,z′ ∈ Z, we can have the same pairs (u′z,v′z) =
(u′z′,v
′
z′) ∈ Az ∩Az′ , or not. If the elements w are from a chosen set of representatives of
Qux,vx\∆P/Quy,vy then any element z ∈ Z is independent of the choice of representatives of
double cosets Qux,vx\∆P/Quy,vy; this is a consequence of Lemma 4.1, iii).
For each w ∈ [Qux,vx\∆P/Quy,vy] with the corresponding attached unique set Z, and for
an element (u′z,v′z) ∈ Az (where z ∈ Z) such that equation (4.6) holds, there is a unique
element (uz,vz) ∈ [Qz] such that
(ru′z,rv
′
z) = (uza,vza
z) (4.7)
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for some r ∈ ∆P and (a,az)∈Qz. The set of all r ∈ ∆P which satisfies (4.7) is also a double
coset, that is Quz,vz\∆P/W ′; for shortness, we denoted (and we will denote) the subgroup
Qux,vx ∩Qwuy,wvy by W ′ and the set [Qux,vx\∆P/Quy,vy], of representatives of double cosets,
by D .
Theorem 4.6. With the above notations let [ f ]∈H∗(Qux,vx,k) and [g]∈H∗(Quy,vy,k). Then
γux,vx([ f ])∪ γuy,vy([g])
= ∑
w∈D
z∈Z
(uz,vz)
αzγuz,vz
(
tr
Quz,vz
Quz,vz∩rW ′(res
rQux,vx
Quz,vz∩rW ′r
∗([ f ])∪ res
rwQuy,vy
Quz,vz∩rW ′(rw)
∗([g]))
)
where D is a set of representatives of double cosets Qux,vx\∆P/Quy,vy , the elements z ∈ Z,
(uz,vz) = (uz(w),vz(w)) and r = r(w),r ∈ ∆P are chosen to satisfy equations (4.6), (4.7)
and W ′ := Qux,vx ∩wQuy,vy.
To prove the theorem, we first deduce some lemmas where we collect more properties
for the maps θ∗u,v,x and pi∗u,v,x.
Lemma 4.7. Let x,y ∈ YG,b,Pδ ,(u,v),(u
′,v′) ∈ P×P, the subgroups W1 ≤W ≤ Qu,v,x and
w ∈ ∆P. The following statements hold.
i) w∗ ◦θ∗u,v,x = θ∗wu,wv,x ◦w∗;
ii) The maps θ∗u,v,x and pi∗u,v,x commute with resWW1 respectively trWW1 .
iii) We have that pi∗u,v,x ◦ θ∗u′,v′,y is the identity map if x = y and (u,v) ∈ Qu,v,x(u′,v′)Qx,
and is the zero map otherwise. In particular if (u,v) = (ux,vx) ∈ [Qx] and (u′,v′) =
(u′y,v
′
y) ∈ [Qy] then pi∗ux,vx ◦θ∗u′y,v′y is the identity map if x = y and (ux,vx) = (u′x,v′x),
and is the zero map otherwise.
Proof. i) Recall that by Lemma 4.1, ii) we know that wQu,v,x = Qwu,wv,x and that w∗ :
H∗(W,k)→ H∗(wW,k) is the conjugation map in cohomology. Let [ f ] ∈ H∗(W,k)
and a∈P∗ where P∗→ k is a k∆P-projective resolution of k as trivial k∆P-module.
We have that (w∗ ◦θ∗u,v,x)[ f ] = [w∗(θu,v,x ◦ f )] with
w∗(θu,v,x ◦ f )(a) = w(θu,v,x ◦ f )(w−1a) = w( f (w−1a)s−1(uxv−1))
= f (w−1a)s−1(wuxv−1w−1).
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Also we have that (θ∗wu,wv,x ◦w∗)[ f ] = [θwu,wv,x ◦w∗( f )] with
θwu,wv,x(w∗( f )(a)) = w∗( f )(a)s−1(wuxv−1w−1)
= (w f (w−1a)s−1(wuxv−1w−1)) = f (w−1a)s−1(wuxv−1w−1).
Notice that this statement is true for any w ∈ ∆P.
ii) We verify only that trWW1 ◦ θ∗u,v,x = θ∗u,v,x ◦ trWW1 , the other statements are similar and
left for the reader. Let [ f ] ∈ H∗(W,k). We obtain
trWW1(θu,v,x( f ))(a) = ∑
w∈W/W1
wθu,v,x( f (w−1a))
= ∑
w∈W/W1
f (w−1a)s−1(wuxv−1w−1) = ∑
w∈W/W1
f (w−1a)s−1(uxv−1),
where the last equality holds since w ∈ Qu,v,x by Lemma 4.1, iii).
θu,v,x(trWW1( f ))(a) = θu,v,x( ∑
W/W1
w f (w−1a)) = ∑
W/W1
f (w−1a)s−1(uxv−1).
iii) Let α ∈ k. It follows that
(piu,v,x ◦θu′,v′,y)(α) = piu,v,x(αs−1(u′y(v′)−1))
= αδu,v,x[pix(s(s−1(u′y(v′)−1)))]
=
{
αδu,v,x(u′y(v′)−1), if x = y
0, if x 6= y
=
{
α, if x = y and (u′,v′) ∈ Qu,v,x(u,v)Qx
0, otherwise
The particular case is an immediate consequence.
Lemma 4.8. With the notations of (4.6) and(4.7) the following statement holds
θ∗ux,vx([ f ])∪θ∗wuy,wvy([g]) = ∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
θ∗u′z,v′z([ f ]∪ [g])
for any [ f ] ∈ H∗(W ′,k) and [g] ∈ H∗(W ′,k).
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Proof. Let D : P∗→P∗⊗P∗ be the diagonal approximation, where P∗→ k is a k∆P-
projective resolution of the trivial k∆P-module k. By the definition of the cup product we
have
θ∗ux,vx([ f ])∪θ∗wuy,wvy([g]) = [µ ◦ (θux,vx ⊗θwuy,wvy)◦ ( f ⊗g)◦D],
where µ is the multiplication map in the source algebra. But since, for any α ∈ k
(µ ◦ (θux,vx ⊗θwuy,wvy))(α) = αs−1(uxxv−1x )s−1(wuyyv−1y w−1)
= ∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)
ααzs
−1(u′zz(v
′
z)
−1) = ∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
αzθu′z,v′z(α),
we are done.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We apply [4, Propostion 4.2.4, Theorem 4.2.6] to obtain the
following equalities
γux,vx([ f ])∪ γuy,vy([g])
= tr∆PQux,vx (θ
∗
ux,vx([ f ]))∪ tr∆PQuy,vy (θ∗uy,vy([g]))
= tr∆PQux,vx
[
θ∗ux,vx([ f ])∪ (res∆PQux ,vx ◦ tr∆PQuy,vy )(θ∗uy,vy([g]))
]
= ∑
w∈D
tr∆PQux ,vx
[
θ∗ux,vx([ f ])∪ (tr
Qux,vx
wQuy,vy∩Qux,vx◦
◦res
wQuy,vy
wQuy,vy∩Qux,vx )(w
∗(θ∗uy,vy([g])))
]
By Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.8 and again [4, Proposition 4.2.4] the above sum is
∑
w∈D
tr∆PQux ,vx
[
θ∗ux,vx([ f ])∪ (tr
Qux,vx
W ′ ◦ res
Qwuy,wvy
W ′ )(θ
∗
wuy,wvy(w
∗([g])))
]
= ∑
w∈D
tr∆PW ′
[
res
Qux,vx
W ′ (θ
∗
ux,vx([ f ]))∪ res
Qwuy,wvy
W ′ (θ
∗
wuy,wvy(w
∗([g])))
]
= ∑
w∈D
tr∆PW ′
[
res
Qux,vx
W ′ (θ
∗
ux,vx([ f ]))∪ res
Qwuy,wvy
W ′ (θ
∗
wuy,wvy(w
∗([g])))
]
= ∑
w∈D
tr∆PW ′
[
θ∗ux,vx(res
Qux,vx
W ′ ([ f ]))∪θ∗wuy,wvy(res
Qwuy,wvy
W ′ (w
∗([g])))
]
= ∑
w∈D
∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
αz
(
tr∆PW ′ ◦θ∗u′z,v′z
)(
res
Qux,vx
W ′ ([ f ])∪ res
wQuy,vy
W ′ (w
∗([g]))
)
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Next we apply the isomorphism from Theorem 4.4, Mackey decomposition [4, Theorem
4.2.6] and Lemma 4.7 i), ii), hence the above sum becomes
∑
w∈D
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
∑
t∈YG,b,Pδ
(ut ,vt)∈[Qt ]
αz(γut ,vt ◦pi∗ut ,vt ◦ res
∆P
Qut ,vt ◦ tr
∆P
W ′ ◦θ∗u′z,v′z)(res
Qux,vx
W ′ ([ f ])∪
∪ res
Qwuy,wvy
W ′ (w
∗([g]))
= ∑
w∈D
∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
αz ∑
t∈YG,b,Pδ
(ut ,vt)∈[Qt ]
∑
r∈[Qut ,vt \∆P/W ′]
(γut ,vt ◦pi∗ut ,vt ◦ tr
Qut ,vt
Qut ,vt∩rW ′◦
◦ res
rW ′
Qut ,vt∩rW ′ ◦θ
∗
ru′z,rv
′
z
)(res
rQux ,vx
rW ′ (r
∗[ f ])∪ res
rQwuy,wvy
rW ′ ((rw)
∗([g]))
= ∑
w∈D
∑
z∈Z
(u′z,v
′
z)∈Az
αz ∑
t∈YG,b,Pδ
(ut ,vt)∈[Qt ]
∑
r∈[Qut ,vt \∆P/W ′]
(γut ,vt ◦pi∗ut ,vt ◦θ
∗
ru′z,rv
′
z
◦
◦ trQut ,vtQut ,vt∩rW ′)(res
rQux,vx
Qut ,vt∩rW ′(r
∗[ f ])∪ res
rQwuy,wvy
Qut ,vt∩rW ′((rw)
∗([g])).
By Lemma 4.7, iii) each t must be equal to some z to obtain non-zero terms, and in
these cases by (4.7) we know that
(ru′z,rv
′
z) = (uza,vza
z)
for some a ∈ Qz. We obtain the shorter sum
∑
w∈D
z∈Z
(uz,vz)
αz(γuz,vz ◦pi∗uz,vz ◦θ
∗
uza,vzaz ◦ tr
Quz,vz
Quz,vz∩rW ′)(res
rQux,vx
Quz,vz∩rW ′(r
∗[ f ])∪
∪res
rQwuy,wvy
Quz,vz∩rW ′((rw)
∗([g]))
= ∑
w∈D
z∈Z
(uz,vz)
αzγuz,vz(tr
Quz,vz
Quz,vz∩rW ′(res
rQux ,vx
Quz,vz∩rW ′(r
∗[ f ])∪ res
rwQuy,vy
Quz,vz∩rW ′((rw)
∗([g]))).
The last equality is true since we apply Proposition 4.3, i) and Lemma 4.7, iii). We are
done.
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5. Bockstein homomorphisms for cohomology of defect groups with coefficients in
source algebras and further properties
We continue with the notations of Section 4. The additive decomposition from Theo-
rem 4.4 allows us to obtain a similar definition as in Remark 2.6 for Bockstein homomor-
phisms of H∗(∆P, ikGi).
Definition 5.1. The Bockstein homomorphism for the cohomology of a defect group P
with coefficients in the source algebra ikGi is the map
P,ikGi : Hr(∆P, ikGi)→ Hr+1(∆P, ikGi)
P,ikGi(γux,vx([ f ])) := γux,vx(βQux,vx ([ f ])),
for any x ∈ YG,b,Pδ ,(ux,vx) ∈ [Qx] and [ f ] ∈ Hr(Qux,vx,k).
Some consequences of Theorem 4.6 are included in the following theorem where we
collect some properties of P,ikGi.
Theorem 5.2. With the above notations the following statements hold:
i) P,ikGi is a differential;
ii) The Bockstein map P,ikGi is a graded derivation, hence H∗(∆P, ikGi) is a DG-
algebra;
iii) The Bockstein map P,ikGi is compatible to βG,b, i.e. the next diagram is commutative
Hr(G,b,Pδ)
βG,b
//
γu1,v1

Hr+1(G,b,Pδ)
γu1,v1

Hr(∆P, ikGi)
P,ikGi
// Hr+1(∆P, ikGi)
.
Proof. In order to prove statements i) and ii) we apply similar methods as in the proof
of Theorem 2.4; for showing these statements Theorem 4.6 is a crucial ingredient. By
Definition 5.1 we know that
P,ikGi(γu1,v1([ f ])) := γu1,v1(βQu1,v1 ([ f ])),
for any [ f ] ∈ Hr(Qu1,v1,k). But by Remark 4.5 we choose (u1,v1) = (1,1) ∈ ∆P such that
Q1,1 = ∆P and γu1,v1 = θ r1,1 hence
γu1,v1 : Hr(∆P,k)→ Hr(∆P, ikGi).
Next, Remark 3.4 implies that if [ f ] is in Hr(G,b,Pδ) then βG,b([ f ]) = βP([ f ]) is in
Hr+1(G,b,Pδ ).
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Theorem 4.6 and Bockstein map defined in Definition 5.1 can be applied in order to
compute the graded algebra structure of the cohomology algebra H∗(∆P, ikGi) for some
particular cases, for example when P is cyclic of order p. This can be done similarly to [4,
Example p.28], but we do not pursue this here.
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